Title: WATER

ECTS: 3

Suitable for: bachelor, master, PhD students.

The course description: Blended Intensive Programme focused on environmental aspects of water and water-related disciplines. The online part of the programme will cover theoretical basics, e.g. hydrobiology, water treatment, pollutants, water analysis, and the preparatory phase for the lab projects. During the second (in-presence week), the students will finalize their selected project in the lab. We will emphasize hands-on experience and excursions, such as a visit to the local wastewater treatment plant. On Wednesday, September 4, the participants will have the opportunity to join the annual conference “Young Waters Run Deep” organized by Young Water Professionals Czech Republic

Host Institution: Brno University of Technology - Brno, Czech Republic.

Physical Mobility: September 02-06, 2024

Virtual Component: August 26-30, 2024.

LINK AL FORM PER LA DICHIARAZIONE D’INTERESSE
https://forms.office.com/e/2VBL6qciDL

L’Università dell’Aquila effettuerà una prima selezione e i nominativi degli idonei saranno comunicati alla sede coordinatrice del BIP.